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Massa leaves hospital, heads back home to Brazil
From CBSSports.com | August 3, 2009
Ferrari driver Felipe Massa is on his way home to Brazil, nine days after a life-threatening crash during qualifying at the Hungarian
Grand... more

Turbulence is leading cause of air flight injuries
From Christian Science Monitor | World | August 3, 2009
Passengers on a flight from Brazil to Houston were hurt after the plane hit severe turbulence Monday. Unbuckled seat belts are a key
reason... more

Iran hosts Brazil futsal squad in September
From PRESS TV RSS News | August 3, 2009
The Brazilian futsal squad is to travel to Tehran with all its top foreign-based players on September 20 to play three friendly matches.
more

Brazil's growing middle class powers rebound (McClatchy Newspapers...
From Yahoo! News: World News | August 2, 2009
McClatchy Newspapers - RIO DE JANEIRO — Brazil is beginning to pull out of an economic dive triggered by the global financial
crisis, but... more

Fox in business with 'Rednecks'
From The Hollywood Reporter | August 2, 2009
Fox is looking to recapture the creative and ratings magic of the longrunning "That '70s show" with a coming-of-age ensemble
multicamera comedy... more

Emerging Markets: The Latest Bubble?
From NPR Topics: World | August 2, 2009
As the economy shows hints of improvement, investors are looking for places to put their money. Many are turning to emerging
markets like... more

Brazil dismantles gang that allegedly sent prostitutes to US, France...
From Nation & World News / South Florida Sun-Sentinel | August 1, 2009
SAO PAULO (AP) — Brazilian police say they have busted a ring that allegedly sent some 200 women in the last year to the United
States... more

Britons arrested in Brazil 'granted bail'
From The Guardian World News | August 1, 2009
Two law graduates arrested over allegations they fraudulently claimed to have been robbed 'have had passports confiscated'A judge
in Brazil... more
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